
Pre-AP U.S. History I
Summer Reading 2021

Welcome to a great opportunity for academic achievement in AP History. In September, we will begin our two-year
study of American History, which will culminate with the AP Exam in May 2023. AP History represents much more
than an increased workload and greater demands; it allows the student and teacher to explore some of the more
complex questions in American History. Our starting point in September will be the first European colonists and
their settlement of the Americas. Even though English colonization began in Virginia, it is the landing of the Pilgrims
in Plymouth that often captures, rightly or wrongly, the attention of the history books.

Your summer reading assignment is to read (and take notes) from the first few chapters of the free online textbook
The American Yawp (specifics provided below). The American Yawp is an open and collaboratively built American
history textbook designed for college-level history courses. This book was created by scholars for scholarly use, all of
the contributors to this textbook are experienced college-level instructors.

“The American Yawp constructs a coherent and accessible narrative from all the best of recent historical
scholarship. Without losing sight of politics and power, it incorporates transnational perspectives, integrates diverse
voices, recovers narratives of resistance, and explores the complex process of cultural creation. It looks for America
in crowded slave cabins, bustling markets, congested tenements, and marbled halls. It navigates between maternity
wards, prisons, streets, bars, and boardrooms. Balancing academic rigor with popular readability, The American
Yawp offers a multi-layered, democratic alternative to the American past.” - from Editorial Intent, American Yawp

You are responsible for reading ALL sections of Chapters 1, 2 and 3 from
www.americanyawp.com (Including the primary sources)

Chapter 1: The New World - http://www.americanyawp.com/text/01-the-new-world/

Chapter 2: Colliding Cultures - http://www.americanyawp.com/text/02-colliding-cultures/

Chapter 3: British North America - http://www.americanyawp.com/text/03-british-north-america/

In addition to reading the chapters above - it is recommended that you take handwritten notes using the KEY
CONCEPTS REVIEW notes outline.

The KEY CONCEPTS REVIEW notes outline can be found at the following link. You will have to go to “FILE” then
“Make a Copy” to get your own… do NOT request access: https://goo.gl/9kNDqN

It is recommended that you Do NOT take your notes digitally. Again, these notes should be handwritten using the
KEY CONCEPTS REVIEW notes outline provided at the link above.
A reminder: you will be assessed on your reading in September upon returning to school.

You should now consider yourself an AP student. An AP student is a college-level student who has accepted the work and
responsibilities that go with enrollment in a college. It is your responsibility to go beyond what you consider to be
“normal” expectations to give your best effort on all assignments. Your effort on this assignment will be demonstrated on
our assessment of the material in September. Your performance will tell us a lot about what kind of work you intend to do
next term and what sort of grade you expect.

Have a great summer.
If you have any questions feel free to email Mr. Kyle or Mr. Campbell
Our emails are as follows:
Mr. Kyle -- jkyle@pthsd.net, Mr. Campbell -- kcampbell@pthsd.net
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PreAPUSH Summer Reading Notes / Assignment
PERIOD ONE (1491-1607) KEY CONCEPTS REVIEW

Use the space provided to write down specific details that could be used to discuss the key concepts. Take specific
notes under the key concepts and strands w/ specific information learned and accessed in the text reading.

Key Concept 1.1
As native population migrated and settled across the vast expanse of North America over time, they developed
distinct and increasingly complex societies by adapting to and transforming their diverse environments.
I.  Different native societies adapted to and transformed their environments through innovations in agriculture, resource
use, and social structure.
A) The spread of maize cultivation

from present-day Mexico
northward into the present-day
American Southwest and beyond
supported economic
development, settlement,
advanced irrigation, and social
diversification among societies.

B) Societies responded to the aridity
of the Great Basin and the
grasslands of the western Great
Plains by developing largely
mobile lifestyles.

C) In the Northeast, the Mississippi
River Valley, and along the
Atlantic seaboard some societies
developed mixed agricultural and
hunter-gatherer economies that
favored the development of
permanent villages.

D) Societies in the Northwest and
present day California supported
themselves by hunting and
gathering, and in some areas
developed settled communities
supported by the vast resources
of the ocean.

Key Concept 1.2
Contact among Europeans, Native Americans, and Africans resulted in the Columbian Exchange and significant
social, cultural, and political changes on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean.
I.  European expansion into the Western Hemisphere generated intense social, religious, political, and economic
competition and changes within European societies.
A) European nations’ efforts to

explore and conquer the New
World stemmed from a search for
new sources of wealth, economic
and military competition, and a
desire to spread Christianity.



B) The Columbian Exchange
brought new crops to Europe
from the Americas, stimulating
European population growth,
and new sources of mineral
wealth, which facilitated the
European shift from feudalism to
capitalism.

C) Improvements in maritime
technology and more organized
methods for conducting such
international trade, such as
joint-stock companies, helped
drive changes to the economies
in Europe and the Americas.

II. The Columbian Exchange and development of the Spanish Empire in the Western Hemisphere resulted in extensive
demographic, economic, and social changes.
A) Spanish exploration and

conquest of the Americas were
accompanied and furthered by
widespread deadly epidemics
that devastated native
populations and by the
introduction of crops and
animals not found in the
Americas.

B) In the encomienda system,
Spanish colonial economies
marshaled Native American labor
to support plantation-based
agriculture and extract precious
metals and other resources.

C) European traders partnered with
some West African groups who
practiced slavery to forcibly
extract slave labor for the
Americas.  The Spanish imported
enslaved Africans to labor in
plantation agriculture and
mining.

D) The Spanish developed a caste
system that incorporated, and
carefully defined the status of,
the diverse population of
Europeans, Africans, and Native
Americans in their empire.



III. In their interactions, Europeans and Native Americans asserted divergent worldviews regarding issues such as religion,
gender roles, family, land use, and power.
A) Mutual misunderstandings

between Europeans and Native
Americans often defined the
early years of interaction and
trade as each group sought to
make sense of the other.  Over
time, Europeans and Native
Americans adopted some useful
aspects of each other’s culture.

B) As European encroachments on
Native Americans’ lands and
demands on their labor
increased, native peoples sought
to defend and maintain their
political sovereignty, economic
prosperity, religious beliefs, and
concepts of gender relations
through diplomatic negotiations
and military resistance.

C) Extended contact with Native
Americans and Africans fostered
a debate among European
religious and political leaders
about how non-Europeans
should be treated, as well as
evolving religious, cultural, and
racial subjugation of Africans and
Native Americans.



APUSH PERIOD TWO (1607-1754) KEY CONCEPTS REVIEW

Use the space provided to write down specific details that could be used to discuss the key concepts. Take specific
notes under the key concepts and strands w/ specific information learned and accessed in the text reading.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Key Concept 2.1
Europeans developed a variety of colonization and migration patterns, influenced by different imperial goals,
cultures, and the varied North American environments where they settled, and they competed with each
other and American Indians for resources.
I.  Spanish, French, Dutch, and British colonizers had different economic and imperial goals involving land and labor that
shaped the social and political development of their colonies as well as their relationships with native populations.
A) Spanish efforts to extract

wealth from the land led them
to develop institutions based
on subjugating native
populations, converting them
to Christianity, and
incorporating them, along
with enslaved and free
Africans, into the Spanish
colonial society.

B) French and Dutch colonial
efforts involved relatively
few Europeans and relied on
trade alliances and
intermarriage with American
Indians to build economic
and diplomatic relationships
and acquire furs and other
products for export to
Europe.

C) English colonization efforts
attracted a comparatively
large number of male and
female British migrants, all of
whom sought social mobility,
economic prosperity, religious
freedom, and improved living
conditions.  These colonists
focused on agriculture and
settled on land taken from
Native Americans, from whom
they lived separately.

II.  In the 17th century, early British colonies developed along the Atlantic coast, with regional differences that reflected
various environmental, economic, cultural, and demographic factors.
A) The Chesapeake and North

Carolina colonies grew
prosperous exporting
tobacco – a labor-intensive
product initially cultivated
by white, mostly male
indentured servants and
later by enslaved Africans.



B) The New England
colonies, initially settled
by Puritans, developed
around small towns with
family farms and
achieved a thriving
mixed economy of
agriculture and
commerce.

C) The middle colonies
supported a flourishing
export economy based on
cereal crops and attracted
a broad range of
European migrants,
leading to societies with
greater cultural, ethnic,
and religious diversity
and tolerance.

D) The colonies of the
southernmost Atlantic
coast and the British West
Indies used long growing
seasons to develop
plantation economies
based on exporting staple
crops.  They depended on
the labor of enslaved
Africans, who often
constituted the majority
of the population in these
areas and developed their
own forms of cultural and
religious autonomy.

E) Distance and Britain’s
initially lax attention led to
the colonies creating
self-governing institutions
that were unusually
democratic for the era.  The
New England colonies based
power in participatory town
meetings, which in turn
elected members to their
colonial legislatures; in the
Southern colonies, elite
planters exercised local
authority and also
dominated the elected
assemblies.



III.  Competition over resources between European rivals and American Indians encouraged industry and trade and led to
conflict in the Americas.
A) An Atlantic economy

developed in which goods,
as well as enslaved
Africans and American
Indians, were exchanged
between Europe, Africa,
and the Americas through
extensive trade networks.
European colonial
economies focused on
acquiring, producing, and
exporting commodities
that were valued in Europe
and gaining new sources of
labor.

B) Continuing trade
with Europeans increased
the flow of goods in and
out of American Indian
communities, stimulating
cultural and economic
changes and spreading
epidemic diseases that
caused radical
demographic shifts.

C) Interactions
between European rivals
and American Indian
populations fostered both
accommodation and
conflict.  French, Dutch,
British, and Spanish
colonies allied with and
armed American Indian
groups, who frequently
sought alliances with
Europeans against other
Indian groups.

D) British conflicts with
American Indians over
land, resources, and
political boundaries led to
military confrontations.


